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5.1 7 Demonstration of a transient high gain nickel-like xenon ion x-ray laser 
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We demonstrate a high gain nickel-like xenon ion x-ray laser using a 

picosecond-Iaser-irradiated gas puff target. The elongated x-ray laser plasma column was 

produced by irradiating the gas puff target with line-focused double picosecond laser pulses with 

a total energy of 18 J in a travelling-wave excitation scheme. Strong lasing at 9.98 nm was 

observed， and a high gain coefficient of 17.4 cm-1 was measured on the transient collisiona11y 

excited 4d -4p. J=O-J transition for nickel-like xenon ion with target lengths up to 0.45 cm. A 

weak nickel-like lasing line at a shorter wavelength of 9.64 nm was also observed with a gain 

coefficient of 5.9 cm-1
• 
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1. Introduction 

Transient co11isional excitation (TCE) has been proved to be the main scheme towards 

table-top x-ray lasers for applications， and the saturated operation of the lasers was success白11y

demonstrated for both neon-like1 and nickeトlike2-3ions in solid targets with low pump energies. 

Since a high repetition rate x-ray laser with no target debris production is favorable for x-ray laser 

applications， transient co11isional excitation x-ray lasers using a gas puff target are very attractive. 

Recently a transient gain was success白llyachieved in neon-like argon at a longer wavelength of 

46.9 nm. 4-5 In order to extend it to the shorter wavelength region， nickel-like xenon scheme is a good 

candidate since nickel-like ion x-ray Jasers have the advantage of higher quan印 mefficiency than 

neon-like schemes operating at similar wavelengths. Experiments on the nickel-like xenon x-ray 

laser have been carried out at MPQ and LULI using a gas puff target irradiated with 

500~600・ps-duration， 400~500-J-energy Jaser pulses at large-scale laser facilities. 6.7 The nickel-like 

xenon x-ray lasing line at ~10 nm was observed only in one laser shot at MPQ， 6 and only two very 

weak Iinesヲ whichwere declared to be lasing lines、wereobserved at LULI.7 In this Letter， we 

present for the first time a high transient gain nickel-like xenon ion x-ray laser driven by double 

picosecond laser pulses. In the experiment， we used two 3 ps laser pulses with a total energy of 18 J 

to create soft x-ray lasing in xenon gas puff targets and a high transient gain of 17.4 cm-1 for the 

nickel-like xenon lasing line at 9.98 nm was successfu11y achieved. This represents the shortest 

wavelength high gain gas x-ray laser observed to date and demonstrates amplification on the 
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nickel-like analog ofthe TCE scheme using a gas pufftarget. Furthermoreラ aweak nickel-like xenon 

lasing line at 9.64 nm was also observed with a small transient gain coefficient of 5.9 cm-I
. 

2. Experimentalョetup

The experiment was performed on a CP A laser at Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute.3 

百USlaser provides up to 20 J of light at 1053 nm every 20 minutes with the shortest pulse duration 

of 400 fs. In the experiment， the driving laser pulse for the soft x-ray lasing experiment consisted of 

a prepulse and a main pulse both with a duration of 3 ps， separated by 1.2 ns. The energy ratio of the 

prepulse to the main pulse was about 8.すheline foじusis with a length of 0.55 cm and a width of 

20μm3 For a typical totalωtput energy of 18 J， the madiances mてhelme focus are of about 6.0 

xl014明Tcm-2 for the prepulse and about 4.8x 101<; Wcm-2 for the main pulse. Traveling wave 

geometry with a traveling velocity of O. 98c was used to irradiate the target by using a stepped mirror 

technique.' 

判官 experimental印刷pis the same as that in Ref.[5].百legas pu町targetwas formed using a 

solenoid γalve developed and characterized at the Institute of Optoelectronics、Warsaw.8It was 

equipped with a nozzle in a form of a 0.6-cm圃 longand 500・μm-wideslit. Xenon gas was used to 

form gas puff targets. The laser line focus was placed at about 80μm above the slit nozzle output， 

and the best-focus was set at 100 μm in the企ontof the nozzle aXlS. The valve time delay between 

the opening of the valve and the laser pulse was set to be 410μs. The gas puff target was 

characterized using x-ray backlighting method， S and the maximum gas denslty m由emteraction 

region was roughly estimated to be ~5xlOJ9 cm-3 for a backing pressure of 0 bars m the valve. To 

avoid the resldual absorption of肋ex-ray laser beam問 thecold xenon gas surroundmg the plasma 

column. the maximum lengthぱ thec正)Iumnwas set to be斗5mm駒 市 創 出eline focus was longer 

th加 theplasma column. 

The main diagnostic mstrument，主hgnedto the axis of the hne focus‘was a 1200-hne/mm 

tlat・fieldさratingspectrometer withる back-illuminatedcharge-coupled device (CCD)， which was 

used to observe on-axis x-ray emissions. An additional 2400-line/mm tlat-field grating spectrometer 

was aligned 450 offthe axis to monitor the ionization balance ofthe xenon plasma COlUOU1. 

3. Results and discussions 

Figure 1 presents on-axis x-ray emission spectra for the laser-irradiated xenon gas pufftargets 

with two different plasma column lengths of 0.26 and 0.40 cm. From Fig. lbラ onecan c1early see a 

strong lasing line as well as another weak lasing line at a shorter wavelength. The nickel-like xenon 

4d-4pラト0・11aserline at 9.98 nm dominates the spectrum for a longer gas pufftarget length of0.40 

cm.百lex-ray laser intensity is weak but still vlsible in the spectrum for a shorter target length of 0.26 

cm， as shown 10 Fig. la. A large increase m the 9.Y8-nm x-ray lasing intensity with increasing gas 

pu首targetlengths from 0.25 to 0.40 cm strongly indicates a high gain for the nickel-like xenon 4d園 4p、

J=O幽 1x-ray laser. To determine the wavelengths ofthe nickel-Iike xenon lasing lmes， we took a shot 

to obtain a reference spectrum合oma neon gas puff target with a backing pressure of 5 bar. Based on 

the wavelengths of the nd・2p(n=3-6)lithium-like neon lines、thewavelength for the strong (3d3/2・

4d3do -(3d目、 4p3/2)1lasing line was measured to be 9.98土0.02nm，which is just between the 

calculated values of 10.002 nm9 and 9.965 nm.1O The weaker lasing line at the wavelength of 
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9.64土0.02nm may be identified as belonging to the 

lasing transition of (3d3/2， 4d3/2)0一 (3d3/2ラ 4p1l2)1・

However， its wavelength is larger than the calculated 

value of9.566 nm.9 

In the experiment， the intensity dependence of 

x-ray laser lines on the backing pressure in the gas 

puffvalve was measured for the target length of 0.45 

cm， as shown in Fig.2. It is shown that both lasing 

lines have the highest intensity around a backing 

pressure of 4 bar while the lasing line intensity for 

bot七 hnesdecreases wIth tlκincreased backing 

pressur民 whichlS discrepant with our prediction that 

a backing pressure of 10 bar corresponding to an 

electron density of _1021 cm-3 is necessaf)人 We

suppose出atthis is a result of the complicated 

interaction between the laser and the xenon gas， 

especiaIIy for a higher gas density. A 註ighgas 

density (>3xl019 cm勺 inthe case ofεbacking 

pressure higher than 6 bar might lead to a抑 ong

mismatch between the nickel-like ion abundance and 

su面白ent1yhigh tempera加reto drive coIlisional 

pumping since gas puff蜘rgetshave very different 

laser plasma coupling compared to solid targets，τbe 

details are not clear yet， however， it seems that such 

a mismatch limits the operation of our x-ray lasers to 

the lower electron density region (-5 x 1020 cm -3) 

with a relatively low gain. Also in the figure it is 

油own白保 theweak lasing line is comparable to由e

strong one with the increased backing pressureラ and

even stronger at a backing pressure of 10 bar. 

百le x-ray lasing was fairly stable and 

reproducible except for one strongest shot with a 

target length of 4 mm. Therefore， we performed the 

gain measurements by moving the thin titanium 

plate to vary the plasma length雪合om026 to 0.45 

cm under a backing pressure of 4 bar in the gas 

valve， Fig.3 shows the intensity versus plasma 

column length for the nickel-like xenon 4d -4pラ

J=O・1laser lines at 9.64 nm and 9.98 nm. These da旬

points were obtained under the condition of a total 

driving laser energy of 18.0士 2.01. Using the 

Linford fonnula，11 we obtained a high gain 

coefficient of 17.4土 2.7 cm-J for the strong 

nickel-Iike xenon lasing line at 9.98 nm， and a gain 

coefficient of 5.9土 1.8cm-J for the weak lasing line 
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Fig. 1. On-axis x-ray emission spec仕afor 

(a) 0，26- and (b) 0.40・cm・longxenon 

gas puff targets irmdiated wIth a之人 3ps 

pulse fbllowed by a 16 J. 3 ps pulse 

showin掌 thestrong collisionally excited 

nickel-Iike xenon 4d-4p， J=O-I泊singline 

at 9.98 nm as well as the weak lasing line 

at 964 nm. nle backing pressure in the 

e:as ouffvalve is 4 bar. 

Fig. 2. X-ray lasing intensity versus the backing 
pressぽ ein the gas puff valve for nickel-like 
xenon 4d・4p，J=O-1 x-ray lasers at 9.98 nm and 
9.64 nm.百lelength of the plasma column is 
0.45 cm. Note that data points for 4 bar are 

averaged over 6 shots shown in Fig.3. 
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Fig. 3. X-ray laser intensity versus length of the 

plasma column for nickel-like xenon 4d・4p，
J=O・1x-ray lasers at (a) 9.64nm and (b) 9.9s 

nrn. Fits 10 the Linford fonnula 1 are shown b" 
the solid Iines，刊c伽側伊IIlcoefficients are 

5.9土1.8cm1for the 9.64園山口 line and 17.4ヰ

2.7cm-1 for the 9.9s-nm line， respectively.百le

exceptional由tapoint for出e凶 getlen伸 of

4m服 isexcluded 合omthe gain fitting.百le
backing pressure in the gas puffvalve is 4 bar. 
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at 9.64 nm. 百lese co町田pond to gain-length 

products of 78 and 2.6 for the 0.45圃 cm-longplasma 

column， respectively. In Fig.3b， we can see that one 

exceptional data point is白raway合omthe gain 

curve、andits value is 5-~6 timeslarger than those of 

other da胤 pointsfor the same target length of 4 mm， 

which implies由atthe current x-ray laser did not 

work mainly under the optimum condition. From 

the intensity difference between 由isdata point 

and others拘ra target length of 4 mm， we can 

estlmate前創出egain coefficient for the 9.98胸 nm

lasinεline could reach about 22 cm' J if由elaser 

could work under the same conditions as for the best 

shot. 

4. Summary 

We have observed for the first tIme large soft 

x-ray amplification in nickel-like xenon ions by 

irradiation of an elongated gas puff target with two 

3.0 ps driving laser pulses with ~ 18 J total energy in 

a traveling-wave geometry. Soft x-ray lasing on the 

translent むのIhsionallyexcited (3dv2. 4d3l2)o ・ (3ds/2， 

ヰP3/2)Jtransition at 9.98 nrn and (3d3/2，4d3/2)O・(3d3/2，

4Pln)1 transition at 9.64 nrn for nickel-like xenon 

ions was observed， gains of 17.4 ::1: 2.7 cm-1 and 5.9 

土1.8cm-1 were measured on these laser transitions 

for target lengths up to 0.45 cm. 
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